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ABSTRACT 

This study intended to add value to the research work previously undertaken on equal 

pay for equal work as a component of socio-economic right of employees. The study 

examines the extent and impact of inequalities where employees perform work of 

comparable worth or equal value whilst pay differences cannot be justified as great 

disparities exist. 

The study intended to narrow the gap between theory and practice in the workplaces, to 

establish whether employee's rights to equal pay for equal work are enforced in 

accordance with the statutes provided and the Constitution , and to investigate whether 

employees in workplaces comprehend their rights and knows when and how to exercise 

them. 

Another major focus of the study was to demonstrate that although there are rules and 

regulations in the workplaces, the rights of employees are still being violated and/or 

overlooked . The extent to which poor implementation of enforcement mechanisms 

affects this state of things is investigated . 

Common law perspectives were considered on the specified rights, taking into account 

other jurisdictions where these rights are implemented and well monitored . The 

comparison accentuates the aims and objectives of this study. 

From all the qualitative data collected , I have drawn conclusions on how to improve 

protection of employee's rights and ultimately their working conditions through an 

efficient system that assists in monitoring outcomes. 

xvii 



CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Before 1997, statutes such as Basic Conditions of Employment Act1 and Wage Act2 

regulated minimum labour standards. Between the period of 1920 and 1940, the 

Industrial Conciliation Act3 was introduced as a statute with frameworks that were 

not flexible enough to adequately regulate working hours, equal pay for equal work 

and equality in general looking at matters related to working conditions. As a result, 

Basic Conditions of employment Act was later promulgated to address what 

Industrial Conciliation Act failed to address effectively. 4 Historical background on 

South African employment law informs us that, prior to the constitutional 

dispensation, there were policy directives in place to ensure that women and black 

people in general who were previous disadvantaged , remained continuous victims of 

economic inferiority as they had less employment opportunities .5 

In this era of constitutional dispensation , the concept of equal pay for equal work is 

governed by the Constitution , the EEA6 and the LRA,7 all in the pursuit of promoting 

and upholding equality at the workplace in South Africa . However, it mu_st be noted 

that with all this positive developments into the South African employment law, the 

current provisions only prohibits work related discriminatory conduct by employers 

against employees and also unfair discrimination between employees, they do not in 

essence address equal pay for equal work, they are only concerned with prohibiting 

discriminatory conducts , conducts like unequal pay based on the discriminatory 

grounds as stipulated by the EEA. 8 Therefore, South Africa is in urgent need for 

implementation of legislation governing equal pay for equal work. 

Unfair discrimination in the working environment remains part of a broader pattern of 

inequality and discrimination which has marked the social , political and economic 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

No 75 of 1997. 
No 5 of 1977. 
Act of 1924. 
Thompson B and Benjamin P, South African Labour Law, volume one, Juta Law 2001 . 
Lewis R "Summary of economics of the colour bar by Hutt W H" in Lewis R et al (eds) 
Apartheid - capitalism or socialism? (1986) ; Grogan says "discrepancy in salary may arise 
from past discrimination" in J Grogan (ed) Workplace law (2003) 263; Seftel L the Department 
of Labour's Ch ief Director for Labour Relations, commented that "the large wage gap 
experienced in South Africa has furthermore been exacerbated by the apartheid system" in 
"Massive wage gap in South Africa" Mail & Guardian 26 April 2001 4. 
No 55 of 1998. 
No 66 of 1995. 
See section 6 of the Employment Equity Act of 1998. 



landscape of South Africa . 9 The country's transition to a constitutional state in 1996-

with the passing of the final Constitution 10 has had a major impact on the 

development of the law, as well as on practices and attitudes throughout society, 

including the workplace. 11 The constitutional provisions bestowed powers to its 

citizens in ensuring transparent governance and that democracy prevails based on 

justice, fairness, equal opportunities and freedom .12 It is significant to note the fact 

that the constitutional provisions and rights enshrined in the Constitution are 

universally recognised, 13 and as such South African law aligns itself with the 

international standards when coming to issues of democratic importance, of 

importance is the right to equality in workplaces, for example, weighing of rights 

between employer and employee within the labour context.14 

Since section 8(2) prohibits unfair discrimination in its entirety, 15 the inference that 

can be drawn is that fair discrimination is just and admissible, same was 

acknowledged in the famous judgment of Ray CJ in the Indian Supreme Court case 

of State of Kera/a & Anr v NM Thomas & Ors, 16 where the said court decided that a 

preference for a back-ward class was compatible with the constitutionally enshrined 

right of equality as contained in the Indian Constitution . 17 In this, regard, Davis 

observes that the Indian Supreme Court exhibited a commendable commitment to a 

genuine egalitarian society, in which, as was discerningly noted by the court in 

Pradeep Jain v Union, 18 "equality must not remain a mere idle incantation but must 

become a living reality for the large masses of people". 19 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Section 9 and 23 of the Constitution Act of 1996. 
Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act of 1996. 
See the unfair discrimination provision in s 6 reads: "(1) No person may unfairly discriminate, 
directly or indirectly, against an employee, in any employment policy or practice, on one or 
more grounds, including race, gender, sex, pregnancy marital status, family responsibility , 
ethnic or social orig in , colour, sexual orientation , age, disability, religion , HIV status, 
conscience, belief, political opin ion, culture, language and birth. (2) it is not unfair 
discrimination to take affirmative action measures consistent with the purpose of this Act; or 
distingu ish , exclude or prefer any person on the basis of an inherent requirement of a job." 
See section 9 of the Constitution of Republic of South Africa of 1996. 
See the United Nations Conventions on Equality. 
S v Makwanyane and Other (1995] (3) SA 391 (CC) at para 262. 
See section 8, Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. 
(1976] SCR (1) 906. 
See Article 14 of the Indian Constitution of 1950. 
(1984] AIR 1420, (1984] SCR (3) 942. See also the recent South African Constitutional Court 
decision in South African Police Service v Solidarity obo Barnard (2014] ZACC 23. 
Dr Pradeep Jain & Others v Union of India & others Civil Appeal NO. 6392 of 1983 13 8. 



1. 1. Background of the study 

During the process of developing South African law, the Constitution gave birth to 

the Bill of rights which entrenched socio-economic rights. 20 The first Constitution 

was adopted after the formation of the South African Union in 1910, 21 the 

subsequent one was adopted in 1961 ,22 the third in 198323 and the last two in 199324 

and 199625 respectively. Three constitutions prior to the 1993 Interim Constitution 

were silent on issues pertaining to the Bill of Rights, consequently, discussions on 

human rights, let alone socio-economic rights held no probative value. 26 

The consideration and introduction of the concept of socio-economic rights in the 

interim Constitution of 1993 and the final Constitution of 1996 came as ·a result of the 

multi-party negotiations which led to the new constitutional dispensation.27 

After the inclusion of socio-economic rights, implementation of these rights proved to 

be a more difficult task than anticipated to both the legislature and executive. 28 The 

issue of socio-economic rights brought conflict and great threat to the principle of 

separation of powers amongst the three arms of government, in that once that these 

rights were entrenched in the Constitution, it implied that protection of these rights 

will vest in the judiciary which also lacks necessary democratic recognition to make 

decisions to allocate state resources , precisely social and economic resources. 29 

In the debate following the inclusion of socio-economic rights in the First Certification 

Judgement case,3° Constitutional Court noted that: 
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the very minimum can be negatively protected from invasion." 31 The 
Court conceded to the fact that socio-economic rights might result in 
courts making orders that have direct budgetary implications, but 
reluctant to point out that the enforcement of certain civil and political 
rights would often also have such implications. 32 The Court further held 
that, the inclusion of socio-economic rights in the South African 
Constitution has to be conceptualised in the context of the controversial 
history of the country, the past characterised by gross human rights 
violations, 33 denial of access to social goods and services to the majority 
of the people and lack of access to economic means and resources. 34 

The historic gross inequalities and imbalances were aggravated by the 
fact that South Africa is a society of unprecedented diversity,35 in terms 
of race, colour, gender, language, ethnicity, religion , culture and 
disability.36 

Reliable sources have suggested that, socio-economic rights place two important 

responsibilities on the Constitution :37 
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In the first instance, the Constitution requires the state to "respect, 
protect, promote, uphold and fulfil the rights in the Bill of Rights."38 And 
that certain provisions entrenched in the Bill of Rights bestowed the state 
with the obligation to "take reasonable legislative and other measures" to 
see to it that its constitutional mandate is carried out. 39 On the second 
role , the Constitution has measures in place to carry out implementation 
of socio-economic rights, it creates avenues suitable enough to address 
past injustices and faults on the state's part which were orchestrated in 
the past due to lack of resources or negligence to carry out constitutional 
duties as required by the mandate.40 The socio-economic rights are not 
reactive but rather proactive in that they counter or pre-empt the needs 
of the citizen, and further, the state places resources in place that when 
a need arises to utilise the resources, those who are destitute and 
disabled are now able to access resources. However, this allocation of 
rights to the society's needs will be satisfied based on the available 
resources. 41 
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1.2. Problem statement 

For many years employment in South Africa has remained a critical component and 

stepping stone in addressing socio-economic rights of employees. However, equal 

pay for equal work has not been implemented and interpreted to give effect to 

equality rights ; as a result this concept has been overlooked by the legislature hence 

there is no express provisions on equal pay for equal work. The continuous 

exploitation of unequal pay for equal work is duly incited by the mere fact that 

attempts have not been made to establish the existing relationship between equal 

pay for equal work as a component of socio-economic right. The gap that has 

existed for years has been propelled by lack of understanding on the concept of 

equal pay for equal work as a human right. As a result the protection of equal pay for 

equal work has not been effective. 

Ignorance on the part of labour law enforcers, legislatures need to be revisited so 

that adequate standards pertaining to the enforcement of this right can be realised . 

Over the years , t_he South African government and the internatior:,al communities 

have identified the problem, as it adversely affect both men and women in both 

formal and informal workplace, however, no proper measures have been put in place 

to adequately address the existing inequalities of equal pay for equal work. 

Employees at workplace are not afforded equal opportunities as a result of unfair 

discrimination that is on-going at their workplace; employees are not paid equally for 

work of equal value. 

1.3. Central question 

The study seeks to address this question: the existing gap between theory and 

practice on equal pay as a component of socio-economic rights? Is it because of lack 

of express provisions or understanding on the concept of equal pay for equal work 

that employment is confronted with pay inequality? 

1.4. The aims and objectives of the study 

1.4. 1. The broad aims of the study 

The study aims to narrow the gap between theory and practice on equal pay for 

equal work discrimination, and to further demonstrate the adverse impact of 



discrimination on equal pay rights . To address issues of unequal pay for the work of 

comparable worth or equal value, and to reiterate on the case of implementation of 

rights that were promulgated to give effect and protect employee's rights to equal 

pay for equal work. 

1. 4. 2. Specific objectives of the study 

The study intends to highlight that no efforts to cab equal pay for equal work will 

prosper except if express provisions regulating equal pay for equal work are 

implemented. To emphasize the need for a rapid change in equal pay rights 

transformation and suggest recommendations based on the need to reinforce the 

protection of worker's rights to equal pay. 

1.5. Hypothesis 

The researcher is of the view that if the gap between theory and practice relating to 

equal pay for equal work is closed , then enforceability of these rights may be 

achievable. 

It is possible to conjecture that should express provisions regulating equal pay be 

placed , it is likely that unequal wage problems may be resolved . 

The researcher is again of the view that if employees are treated equally for the work 

of comparable worth , equality and equal pay at workplace may prevail at all spheres. 

Proper implementation of rights in workplaces might address cases of inequalities at 

workplace, the right to equal pay. 

1. 6. Significance of the study 

In South Africa , numerous research problems in relation to equal pay for equal work 

remains unresolved, and so many questions raised remain unanswered in the South 

African context. Generally speaking , we still overlook the value and protection of 

employee's rights to equal payment. Now, one of the major concerns is the need to 

identify the causes leading to violation of rights of employees with regard to equal 

pay. The achievement of the aims and objectives of this study may provide valuable 

insights into the reduction of high levels of violation of employee's rights on equal 

pay. 



1. 7. Definition of key concepts 

1. 7. 1. Employer 

This can be a person or legal entity that offers an employment contract to an 

employee in order to perform specific duties and the employer's duty is to 

compensate the employee for the work performed by a salary or wage .42 

1. 7.2. Employee 

This refers to a person who has entered into a contract of employment with the 

employer (implied or express) which requires him or her to carry out duties, that is 

render services for the work employed for in exchange for remuneration or wage 

F.-orn the ernploye.- who can be the sta te or private entity o.- pe.-son .43 

1. 7. 3. Like work 

Work that appears to be of similar nature in very material aspects, for instance, 

concerning the work description and duties to be carried out should be referred to as 

"like work", except where there exist material differences in relation to the terms and 

conditions of employment.44 

1.7.4. Pay 

These are the proceeds that are usually due to an employee in a contract after they 

have carried out their duties or after having rendered services, compensation can be 

in a form of salary from an employer concerned as per the existing agreement 

between the parties.45 

1. 7. 5. Socio-economic rights46 

These are those rights that give people access to certain basic needs necessary for 

people to lead a dignified life. Government and , in certain circumstances, private 

individuals and bodies, can be held accountable if they do not respect, protect, 
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promote and fulfil these rights . Socio-economic rights are especially relevant for 

vulnerable and disadvantaged groups in society. They are important tools for these 

groups, who are often most affected by poverty and who experience a number of 

barriers that block their access to resources , opportunities and services in society.47 

1. 7. 6. Workplace 

This is a place, in most instances a building owned or rented by the employer in 

order to enable his/her employees to carry out their responsibilities as per their 

contract of employment. It is further a place where working equipment and resources 

are kept and where reports by employees are submitted and the carrying on of 

business is conducted there.48 

1.8. Literature Review 

O'Regan points out that fair discrimination law is based on the Aristotle's theory of 

equality, which asserts that "like to be treated alike".49 O'Sullivan suggested that the 

notion "failure to recognise equal pay for equal work constitute unfair 

discrimination"50 should have been entrenched into the EEA in order to address 

issues of equal payment for equal work, and that there should have also been 

provisions or other regulations given in order to provide guidelines as to what would 

constitute work of equal value. Milkovich51 asserts that, persons who perform jobs 

which are objectively similar, should receive similar pay based on a finding that the 

jobs have comparable economic value to employees or comparable social worth . 52 

Comparable worth theory posits that salaries set through market demands for 
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particular types of jobs resulting in discrimination against women and minorities 

because of a history of their exclusion from higher paying jobs". 53 

Loveday54 submits that constitutional provisions requires the tribunals or courts to 

interpret all available statutes to give effect to international law standards, it is further 

discussed that in the interpretation of Bill of Rights international law must also be 

considered under section 39(1) of the Constitution . It is stated that from 1994 South 

African government has ratified various treaties internationally, to list but a few 

Convention 111 on Discrimination in Employment and International Labour 

Organisation .55 Convention 111 on Discrimination in Employment expect member 

states to enact legislation that will give effect to the concept of equality in 

employment, that is, set aside any form of unfair discrimination and also protect and 

uphold equal treatment and equal opportunities in a working environment,56 and the 

International Labour Organisation Convention 100 on Equal Remuneration , makes 

exceptional provisions in the case of equal pay between men and women who 

performs work of equal value, that no women should be discriminated on the basis of 

gender.57 . . tu:~iy1 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights under article 23, guarantees a right to equ~ 

pay for work of equal value , that for each and every person who performs some work 

they should also be paid equally for the job of equal value performed, while article 

7(a) (i) of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

(ICESCR), 1966,58 this convention advocates for the notion that equal pay rights of 

individuals should be protected , rights to fair wages and equal remuneration for 

work of equal value without any form of unfair discrimination , including gender 

discrimination between men and women .59 Johnson argues that it is the duty state to 
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see to it that relevant steps and efforts are taken in order to implement methods in 

place that will efficiently deal with matters related to unfair labour practices . Item 1 (c) 

of the schedule of Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 

2000 determines that, 60 the Act provides that in an instance where notion of equal 

pay for equal work is disrespected and unacknowledged by any institution, such will 

amount to unfair labour practice. Section 8 of the Act further includes the "systemic 

inequality of access to opportunities by women as a result of the sexual division of 

labour" in its comprehensive definition of unfair discrimination. 61 

O'Conner contends that, in fact, a trend has been set legally and by statutes in other 

jurisdictions which can be used in an instance where injustice has occurred , in an 

instance of an employee who alleges that an employer has treated them differently 

and unequally as compared to other individuals on prohibited grounds of 

discrimination.62 Further argues that, where discrimination which is unfair is clearly 

identified , the one who alleges bears the onus to prove that the perpetrator had the 

motive and intent to discriminate unfairly against them.63 

Du Tait submits as follows , that discrimination on prohibited grounds has long been 

outlawed in the 1980s, however, the conduct was still perpetuated by the apartheid 

laws and by-laws that ensured black people and women were continuously 

oppressed ,64 the assertion made here is that, stringent and express provisions need 

to be implemented in order to address employment inequalities with such actual 

precision , and that passing law will not be enough , enforcement is necessary.65 

Van Niekerk suggests that, for equal work performed either by men or women , 

remuneration should be made following the notion of equal pay for equal work which 
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can be read alongside the principle of work of equal value for equal pay; the notion 

will be applied from a case to case basis as circumstances will differ as they come .66 

It is further argued that, the notion of equal pay for equal work or work of equal 

value, if they are to be understood and protected as rights of individuals, that will set 

a trend and high standard on equal pay rights , in that it will be easier to determine 

whether unfair labour practice has occurred to an individual who alleges and what 

measures can be taken in trying to remedy the said injustice.67 The test that can be 

deployed in order to determine if unfair labour act has occurred , would not be fixed , it 

can be subjective and on other circumstances objective, for instance, it may not 

result in unfair discrimination to pay different wages for equal work, however, it will 

be unfair labour practice if there discrimination is found to be on prohibited grounds 

of unfair discrimination.68 

Christie and Others asserts that, the concept of equal pay for equal work should not 

be seen in isolation, on the premises that general prohibition grounds are also 

applicable where an individual is treated unfavourably as compared to others and the 

allegation can be proved. Failure ·to acknowledge the existence of this principle 

speaks to the fact that people refuse to subject themselves to this precious economic 

right, as a failure on the part of the employer not to pay equally for the work of equal 

value remains a clear unfair labour practice and discrimination on one of the 

prohibited grounds, common factor in this debate is that, intervention through 

express provisions remains necessary.69 

Reliable sources contents that, equality clause should be interpreted to give effect to 

other statutes, this right is defined to be fundamental in its application, and 

individuals should enjoy the proceeds from this rights fully in a democratic society.70 

This implies that the right to equality must be interpreted in ways that promote 

greater equality in people's access to the resources and services protected in the 

socio-economic rights provisions in the Bill of Rights .71 Moseneke J (as he was then) 
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in Minister of Finance v Van Heerden72 stated that, "absent a positive commitment 

progressively to eradicate socially construed barriers to equality and to root out 

systemic or institutionalised under privilege, the constitutional promise of equality 

must, in the context of our country, ring hollow".73 

Campanella argues that, "socio-economic rights were not enshrined as principles of 

law in the unfair labour practice definition.74 They are principles of justice, equity and 

logic which may be taken into account in considering whether an unfair labour 

practice has been committed , for example, the payment of unequal pay for equal 

work or work of equal value in the context of unfair discrimination ." 75 Newman 

suggests that, as a measure to avail access of socio-economic rights to individuals, it 

is important that the state conduct a survey in which they will be in a position to can 

be able to determine the needs of the society and weigh them against the available 

resources in order to can best cater these rights equally to the citizens of South 

Africa .76 

Kahn-Freund submitted that, for every development in a particular state pertaining to 

change that will affect lives of individuals in a society, comparative study is 

paramount in order to have an insight of possible outcomes, literature on 

international law and foreign law jurisprudence may be used for the purpose of 

comparison, the social and -political aspects of those sources would be informative.77 

Summers asserts that, he used a comparative method of research in order to 

evaluate employment place forum proposal in South African labour law, in the survey 

he referred to foreign law where he compared South African workplace forum 

proposal with the tried and tested labour laws of developed states, that is Germany, 
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Japan, United State and Sweden .78 Summers further made the following remarks 

pertaining to the importance of comparative analysis, the point of departure in 

conducting a comparative study is to first, establish a link or common factors in your 

study and the sources you intend to draw comparison from , the characteristics which 

frames the model of your study. Another important factor is then to try and establish 

existing differences and the circumstances that perpetuate such difference. After 

having established both similarities and differences, the aim and purpose would be 

to reconcile the differences that exist which will assist in narrowing down the gap 

between the strength and weaknesses79 

Van Niekerk J argues80 that, one who alleges to have been treated differently in an 

equal pay claim must establish and prove the ground upon which the alleged 

discrimination took place, first it is also required that the applicant must have 

performed work of equal value as compared to another who was treated favourably . 

In a case where the applicant was able to prove that the difference was 

discriminatory considering the listed ground, the onus will now shift to the employer 

to defendant the decision which led to the allegations, to argue that the difference 

was not unfair against the applicant. 81 

Mccrudden cites a number of labour market studies done during the 1960s in the 

United States that adopted a more "institutional" approach to the exclusion of blacks 

from employment.82 These studies indicated that" prejudiced discrimination was only 

one of a number of exclusionary aspects of the labour market. They demonstrated 

that an attempt to eliminate "prejudiced discrimination" through the prohibition of 

disparate treatment or direct discrimination would have little impact on the 

disadvantaged position that black people occupied in the labour market. 83 The role of 

prejudiced discrimination alone is downplayed as an influence on racially 

discriminatory employment patterns. The market itself operates in a discriminatory 
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manner. Employers in the majority of cases did not have the "intention" to 

discriminate, and would therefore not fall foul of the prohibition of discrimination as 

defined by the federal courts in the US.84 

Devenish85 states that the concept of socio-economic rights is new in South Africa 

and came along under the new era of constitutional dispensation. The challenge lies 

in the application of this rights, however, precedent has been set through the 

decided court cases which have laid basis on how the Courts and other pertinent 

institutions can follow in the application of these rights, the courts have also applied 

limitation clauses after having considered the availability of the state resources. 86 

Now, the Court had to create or adopt a method that will best regulate the access to 

the resources in order to cover the large part of the society equally, the large 

population of South Africa versus limited state resources, Court then had to adopt 

the availability approach, which suggests that Court will use reasonable approach in 

order to enforce socio-economic rights.87 

Davis commented on the importance of s_tate committing itself to the cause of 

treating individuals equally in a society and also observed remarks submitted in a 

Court decision of Pradeep Jain v Union of lndia ,88 where it was noted that "equality 

must not remain a mere idle incantation but must become a living reality for the large 

masses of people".89 Janet is of the view that, formal equality is rather stagnant and 

subjective in that, it fails to comprehend the existing differences between an 

individual and a group in a community on social and economic matters that affect 
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people.90 Substantive equality applies a different approach to the formal equality in 

that, although it observes the form , it is not confined to the rigid form but pays 

attention to the outcomes as a result of interpretation that has been applied . This 

type of equality aligns itself with the needs of the society in order to ensure that the 

needs of people in a society are met and the constitutional mandate has been 

accordingly executed , this form of equality is flexible in all material aspects and 

observes the actual social conditions that adversely affect the society. 91 

Albertyn asserts that, the golden key to apply substantive equality approach, first lies 

in the understanding of the concept of equality, all forms of discrimination, direct or 

indirect and under what circumstances can we now conclude that a possible 

discrimination has occurred which led to another being treated different as compared 

to their counterpart. Now a heavy burden rests with the judicial system to the 

inclusion of presiding officers and barristers to understand the context in which 

inequality would transpire. 92 

Garbers93 challenges employers to promote equality at workplaces, recommend_ing 

that employers to observe constitutional and legislative provisions that aims at 

promoting equal opportunities and fair treatment in the employment sector, be formal 

or informal sector. The question of eliminating discrimination starts with employers 

giving effect to the anti-discrimination policies in the employment sector.94 

Yacoob J one of the prolific and most reliable judge in our Constitutional Court 

argued that, it is important to afford careful consideration to interpretation of rights , 

be political , civil rights , social and economic rights, no rights should be interpreted in 

isolation as rights are in their nature interrelated , the learned judge further explained 

that, rights entrenched in the Constitution holds fundamental values such as dignity 
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of human life, liberty and equality. Therefore, realisation of these rights guarantees 

equality between men and women and their ability to can achieve equal goals in an 

equal society.95 

1.9. Methodology 

The research will adopt qualitative method of research throughout; the focus of the 

study will be orientated by the collective review of literature obtained from various 

reliable sources in a form of journals and articles, previous research studies 

conducted , newspaper reports , statute nationally and internationally, international 

Law to the inclusion of treaties and pertinent conventions and decided cases, The 

study with the assistance of all these material , draw its attention to issues pertaining 

to equai pay for equai work in a democratic South Africa and how to m1nim1se and 

face out unfair discrimination in work environment. 

1.10. Ethical considerations 

In its endeavour _to produce and add value to other studies already conducted , th is 

mini-dissertation will confine itself to the fundamental principles that distinguish 

scholarly work to any other method of writing . The study will uphold, protect and 

respect the rights of any person that may feel a need to add value to the study. The 

author will identify and work that is not original or his, on the simple premise that 

plagiarism is prohibited in all its forms and that appropriate sanctions may be 

imposed. The author will adhere to proper referencing , avoid deception and maintain 

confidentiality. 

1. 11. Limitation of the study 

Although th is research has stated clearly what its aims and objectives are, there are 

however some unavoidable limitations and shortcomings. First, because of the time 

limit, this research will be conducted based on tangible materials pertinent to the 

study, such as, the South African labour statutes, books, journals and articles, which 

holds little or for argument sake, no literature on equal pay law. Secondly, since 

South Africa has no express provisions on equal pay, but rely on discrimination 

95 Grootboom paras 23 and 83. See also Khoza v Minister of Social Development para 40; 
Kaunda v President of RSA [2005] (4) SA 235 (CC). [2004] (10) BCLR 1009 (CC) para 274; 
Union of Refugee Women v Private Security Industry Authority [2007] (4) SA 395 (CC); [2007] 
(4) BCLR 339 (CC) para 111 . 



provisions as outlined in the Employment Equity Act (section 6) , this might adversely 

affect the outcome of the study on South African perspective on equal pay law, as 

the study will from time to time refer to other jurisdictions where equal pay statutes 

are protected and regulated effectively. Finally, another challenge that might come 

with the promulgation of express provisions on equal pay statute would be the 

manner in which such legislation will be regulated and interpreted to give effect to 

equal opportunity and treatment at workplace. 

1. 12. Outline of the dissertation 

The thesis is organised into five chapters : 

Chapter 1 provides the general background underlying the research question and an 

overview of the thesis . 

Chapter 2 will review the legal framework on the convergence of rights pertaining to 

equal wages at the workplace in the South African context. 

Chapter 3 will reflect on the comparative approaches to equal pay for equal work and 

its implications in South Africa. 

Chapter 4 will discuss the existing relationship between equal for equal work as a 

component of socio-economic rights. 

Chapter 5 summarises the conclusions that can be drawn from this research and 

provides recommendations for future developments. 



CHAPTER 2: AN OVERVIEW OF THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK ON THE RIGHT TO 

EQUAL PAY 

2. 1. Introduction 

This chapter will discuss in detail the legal framework on equal wages, from the 

constitutional perspective, Employment Equity Act, Basic Conditions of Employment 

Act and Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act on the 

rights of equal pay of employees. The researcher will further discuss International 

Conventions giving effect to equal pay and relevant cases that set precedence 

varying from one country to another. 

The position regarding equal opportunities in South Africa covers mostly expressed 

provisions and silent on matters such as equal pay for equal work, for instance, 

matters like unfair discrimination including discrimination on listed grounds as 

expressed are covered under the Constitution , Employment Equity Act and Labour 

relations Act and any other acts that prohibit discrimination .96 The Constitution and 

the legislation do not expressly address· issues of equal pay for equal work , however, 

interpretation of the discrimination laws may as well assist in ensuring that equal pay 

for equal work is acknowledged .97 

2.2. Constitutional right on labour relations 

Prior to the constitutional dispensation, tribunals have presided over a number of pay 

equity claims, however, the introduction of the interim Constitution and the 1996 

Constitution required that interpretation of the law is important and that employment 

legal principles should be interpreted in line with the purport, spirit and objects of the 

Constitution as stipulated in chapter one of the Constitution . 98 It cannot be over

emphasised that the right to equality as enshrined in chapter 2 of the Constitution is 

of paramount importance and calls for protection from the state. Reliable provisions 

in the Constitution avers that, employees have a right to work in an environment that 

affords them fair and equal opportunities as a result of fair labour practice. 99 
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Reliable sources asserts that provisions of section 23 of the Constitution , may have 

a considerable influence on the outcomes concerning labour disputes in court of law 

and then set a precedent that will be binding in matters to arise in the near future .100 

As a result of the provisions of section 23, three important statutes then emanated 

from section 23 namely, Labour Relations Act, 101 the Basic Conditions of 

Employment Act102 and the Employment Equity Act, which further addresses issues 

that affect employees in an employment sector. 103 As Currie et al observe, the 

specific provisions of these statutes must be applied before the Bill of Rights and its 

provisions may be invoked . Over the last two decades, workers have by means of a 

great effort secured the rights encapsulated in section 23. The constitutionalisation of 

these rights means that they are secured against retrogressive legislative 

amendment that couid in the future be affected to the triiogy of iaws iisted above. 

Provisions of section 23 affords employees equal right to fair labour practice, the 

right which includes the right to equal pay for equal work . The fact of the matter is 

that for the vast majority of workers , the fairness of labour practices is determined 

through collective bargaining . Obviously, the courts will not disturb agreements 

arrived at through collective bargaining , this then insinuate that the scope of the 

application of section 23(1) will be limited to individual employment practices.104 

Section 23(2) and (3) guarantees the right to participate in legally recognised trade 

unions and employer organizations for workers and employees. The above 

provisions under section 23 were further recognised and interpreted by our courts , 

case in point South African National Defence Union v Minister of Defence, 105 where 

the court found that members of the defence force must be considered as "workers" 

for the purposes of section 23, and as a result invalidated a law which prohibited 

them from forming or joining a trade union. However, the court declared that some of 

the rights conferred by section 23, such as the right to strike and collective 

bargaining could be limited in relation to the defence force personnel in order to 

maintain discipline, thereby ensuring the effective operation of the force. 

100 
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It is clear however, that section 23 is more than merely a right to associate for the 

purposes of employment. In addition, workers and employers are accorded the right 

to participate in various activities of the relevant union and employer's organizations 

respectively, to organize, to bargain collectively, and workers are afforded the right to 

strike. From this , it is apparent that our system of labour relations is "a voluntarist, 

collective bargaining regime where economic power is used to reach collective 

bargaining between labour and management".106 It must be noted that although an 

employer's right to lock out, which is controversial , is not expressly recognised in the 

Constitution, it may indeed form part of the employer's right to bargain collectively.107 

Section 23(6) provides that national legislation may recognize union security 

arrangements as encapsulated in collective agreements, provided such law complies 

with the relevant provisions of the Bill of Rights. The Labour Relations Act, 108 

referred to above, authorises a particularly contentious "union security arrangement," 

in the form of a closed shop agreement, according to which employees within a 

particular workplace, as a condition of their employment, are required to belong to a 

specified trade union. It can be argued that the recognition of the closed shop 

agreement contravenes the negative freedom not to associate. In mitigation it must 

however be noted that the Labour Relations Act imposes several restrictions on the 

mechanism of the closed shop. So , for example, the membership fees may not be 

employed for party political purposes. As a result, Currie et al comment that its 

provisions are unlikely to be found to be wanting in the event of a constitutional 
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challenge.109 

2.3. Interpretation of section 6 of Employment Equity Act on equal pay claims 

For the purpose of interpreting the purpose of EEA and the impact it has on the 

equal pay for equal work, it is important first to discover if the EEA acknowledges 

equal pay for equal work. In response, the answer is not in the affirmative on the 

simple premises that, the EEA lacks expressive provisions that can best regulate 

equal pay for equal work claims in workplaces. Reliance on the provisions of Section 

6 of the Act is not in itself efficient as the section only addresses unfair discrimination 
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especially focusing on the listed grounds, 110 However, unfair discrimination remains 

unfair discrimination no matter where is committed , listed or unlisted , therefore, 

another alternative would be to interpret section 6 objectively in order to 

accommodate unfair treatment on equal pay for equal work. 

Interpretation of section 6(1) 111 of the EEA places the onus on the one who alleges 

to prove by facts that indeed they were treated differently for performing equal work, 

as a result they were not remunerated accordingly. In a decided case of Ntai & 

Others v South African Breweries Ltd, 112 court noted that the one who alleges lies 

with the onus to prove the allegations against the defendant and to further establish 

that a prima facie case of unfair discrimination exist in order for court to hear the 

claim . And the defendant must then respond to the allegations and justify the 

decision he/she took and further elicit reasons for court to believe that the 

discrimination was not unfair. 

Landman J also acknowledged the burden placed upon the applicant in the case of 

Lauw v Golden Arrows Bus services (Pty) Ltd, 1~
3 where he observed the following , 

that there are various forms of unfair labour practice that can be encountered by 

different employees under different circumstances, however interpretation is key 

under the circumstances, argued further that it is not an unfair discrimination to 

remunerate different salaries for equal work or work of equal value, unless only if the 

motive is to discriminate directly or indirectly. 114 Further discrimination can be 

identified if it occurred on the listed grounds.115 

In Harksen v Lane, 116 the court placed detailed analysis in an attempt to 

conceptualise the concept of equal pay for equal work, in particular where inequality 

cease to exist, court stated that in an employment contract, an employee has a duty 

to render services to an employer as per terms and conditions of the contract, and 
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on the other hand the employer is vested with a responsibility to compensate 

employees for the work performed as per terms and conditions of employment. 117 

For an employer to remunerate an employee differently from another employee and 

such disparities appears to be unjustified especially where the employees are 

conducting work of equal value, such conduct would amount to unfair treatment as 

the discrimination would be on prohibited grounds,118 it is further safe to conclude 

that grounds as listed in section 6 of the EEA are broad enough to include claims of 

equal pay for equal work.119 

In relation to claims where the differential that is asserted by the claimant is a 

difference in sex, the ILO Equal Remuneration Convention 1951 (No. 100) 120 

situates the comparison to be made at the level of the value of work, and obliges 

ratifying member states to give effect to the principle of equal remuneration for men 

and women workers for work of equal value.121 

2.4. Impact of statutes that give effect to equal pay 

Item 2(1) of schedule 7 under LRA made provisions for remuneration and benefit in · 

employment in South Africa .122 Since the Employment Equity Act has abolished item 

2(1) (a) , this suggests matters involving pay discrimination will be addressed under 

the Act. It must be noted that, section 6 of EEA does not have express prohibitions 

that directly regulate pay claims, which is important to interpret the section in order to 

give effect thereof.123 

Section 29 of PEPUDA 124 provides that state has a duty to ensure that effective 

methods are implemented in order to ensure that unfair labour practice is minimised 

in workplaces. The Act further stipulates that failure to adhere to the principle of 

equal pay is an act that will amount to unfair labour practice which is prohibited by 

the Act. 125 Section 8 of the Act further includes the "systemic inequality of access to 
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opportunities by women as a result of the sexual division of labour" in its 

comprehensive definition of unfair discrimination on the ground of gender. While the 

Equality Act does not apply to employers bound by the provisions of the Employment 

Equity Act, it indicates an awareness of the realness of pay discrimination and 

provides the incentive for specific measures to address the problem. 

2.5. The relationship between human rights and employment rights 

In the past, that is, during the period of the 1990s, human rights served more as 

political rights as the apartheid laws did not give effect to the rights of black people 

and women. However, it is now important to note that the paradigm has shifted , 

meaning that political rights are now recognised as human rights. 126 The purpose of 

this shift was to mainiy comprehend equai pay right as a human right more than a 

collective or political right, and to be in a position to address the inequalities and 

challenges that came with this change .127 

There is an inevitable relationship existing between various human rights , for 

example, employment rights to the inclusion of equal pay for equal work and socio

economic rights. Human rights as embodied in the Constitution, gives effect to all 

other rights and legislation that may be, therefore, although these rights are 

independent they are inter-dependant with a single objective which is to show that 

equal pay for equal work forms part of the fundamental rights . 128 Human rights 

activists around the world have argued that, it is indeed paramount that all people, 

women , children and social groups must be treated equally and be afforded an 

opportunity to rich their potential in their life time.129 

Equal pay for equal work is an important aspect of employees in that, it provides 

economic security to individuals, in that where employees are remunerated equally 

for equal work, this enhance their social standards which will see individuals in a 

society utilising the resources to rich their ultimate abilities as they provide for 
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themselves and their families as a result of equal treatment. 130 Unfair treatment in 

employment sectors including pay inequalities are portrayed as matters of social and 

economic importance affecting social status of individuals and indirectly affecting 

those who are dependent on the employee suffering discrimination , national and 

internationally unfair discrimination is prohibited and both men and women should be 

treated equally. 131 

2.6. Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No. 100) 

The equal pay remuneration is governed under the ILO, member states who are 

signatories and have ratified to these international treaties must align themselves 

with provisions of these conventions, the convention provides that member states 

must deveiop methods to promote and uphoid equai remuneration for work of equai 

value, which proposal will adopt various aspects, equal remuneration between men 

and women, the rates must be determined in order to narrow the gap on pay 

equity.132 

The pu·rpose of equal pay for equal work or for work of equal value appears with a 

similar objective, that is curb the pay disparities that exist between men and women 

who performs work of equal value , promotes equal opportunities based on 

gender. 133The convention therefore encourages the countries to promote objective 

appraisal on jobs based on the work to be performed. The principle established in 

the convention was reiterated in the International Convention on Economic, social 

and Cultural Rights 134 and various regional instruments. It also features in the initial 

text of the treaty of Rome and the revised versions establishing the European Union; 

while the treaty prefers the term "equal work" to "work of equal value". Its 

implementation has had very similar results .135 
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The means of giving effect to Convention No. 100 must correspond , need we say, to 

the national mechanisms for determining wages. Employers and employees 

organisations must be fully associated in the process. Recommendation No. 30 on 

minimum wages stipulates that women should be included in the wage setting 

machinery as workers representatives and independent persons whenever an 

industry (or part of an industry) employs a large number of women.136 

The obvious debacle that faces the government in the implementation of equal pay 

for equal work is the fact that government has no direct influence in determining 

rates of remuneration in private sectors, and the end result is that, the government 

measures and methods cannot be implemented equally across the board .137 Now, 

this calls for everyone including private entities to join hands with the government 

and adhere to the principle of equal pay for equal work performed and to deal away 

with unfair discrimination. 

2. 7. Summary 

As stated in the introduction to the chapter above, in this chapter the study discussed 

the legal framework on the right to equal pay. The study unearthed the constitutional 

right to labour relations which is section 23 of the South African Constitution Act of 

1996. The study also deliberated on various laws and statutes on labour laws that 

give effect to the constitutional right to equality, that is section 9 of the South African 

Constitution, section 6 of the Employment Equity Act also holds provisions for equal 

pay claim , it must be clear that section 6 of the Employment Equity Act prohibits 

unfair discrimination in any employment policy or practice. We have also learnt that 

previously claims of remuneration in South Africa have been heard under the 

previous LRA, the position has been amended and matters relating to equal pay are 

governed by the EEA. 

Section 29 of the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair Discrimination Act 

determines that the state must ensure that reasonable legislative and other 

measures are taken to address unfair labour practices. The study also considered 

international instruments on equal pay law, International Labour Organisation on 
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Equal Remuneration Convention No 100 of 1951 which gives effect to the principle 

of equal value for work of equal value, and International Labour Organisation on 

Discrimination in Employment Convention No 111 , section 233 of the Constitution 

mandates courts to interpret all legislations in accordance with International law 

standards. 

It is clear that, the constitutional provisions remains the major weapon of adequate 

significance in remedying unfair labour disputes and unequal treatment in work 

place, the government and private sectors in joining arms will defeat this inequality 

wh ich has over the years manifested itself into an obstacle that defeat economic 

freedom. 



CHAPTER 3: COMPARATIVE APPROACHES TO EQUAL PAY FOR WORK OF 
EQUAL VALUE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS IN SOUTH AFRICA 

3. 1. Introduction 

In chapter 2, the study dealt with the legal framework pertaining to equal pay. The 

equality clause in the Constitution includes the right to equal treatment and 

opportunities at workplace. Labour statutes on the right to equal remuneration were 

also looked into as they play a very important role in paving a way to come up with 

equal pay provisions in South Africa. 

The chapter demonstrated purposive illustration of South African perspective on 

equal pay in the pursuit of achieving progressive realisation of equal pay provisions 

in South African context free from Empioyment Equity Act. 

This chapter puts in place evaluation measures to be used to monitor equal pay 

claims in South Africa. It reveals that South African courts have on a number of 

occasions dealt with cases of equal pay for work of equal value, which serves as 

evidence that there has been considerable jurisprudential development in South 

Africa on equal pay. Despite the voluminous number of cases and matters pertaining 

to equal pay for work of equal value, this chapter notes that South Africa still relies 

on Employment Equity Act to address matters of equal pay which is not in itself 

efficient. 

In this chapter, the study attempts to explore the aspects of equal pay in comparative 

contexts , and seeks to demonstrate the implications for unequal pay in the South 

African context. This chapter finds it imperative to question the yardstick for 

measuring when work is of the same or of equal value. Furthermore, it is also 

important to know when work is of comparable worth . What is it that can be used as 

a yardstick to measure comparable worth at the workplace in South Africa? The 

chapter considers equal pay laws varying from different jurisdictions and case laws 

that have an effect on equal pay disputes. 

As a point of departure, this chapter recognises that South Africa is confronted by 

the rampant phenomenon of unequal pay in work places, and employees are paid 

lesser by their employers. The concern here is that while there are alarming statistics 

on the high levels of unemployment, and of those who are employed , most of those 



who are employed at the lower rungs of the South African society do not earn 

enough to provide for themselves and sustain their respective families. Various 

instances were relied upon to justify this assertion . 

3.2. Equal work, equal value and work of comparable worth 

3.2.1. Equal work and comparable worth in South African perspective. 

In recent years, South African courts seemed to be upholding the notion of equal pay 

for equal work in the pursuit of creating work environment that promotes equality 

rights . 138 In the decided case law of South African Chemical Workers Union v 

Sentrachem, 139 the tribunal held that the inability to acknowledge the principle of 

equal pay for equal work based on race discrimination is on the listed grounds of 

discrimination as such the conduct resulted in unfair labour practice.140 However, in 

Mthembu v Claude Neon Lights 141 Court held that, compensating other employees 

unequally as compared to their counterparts where they have performed work of 

equal value may not necessarily amount to unfair treatment, especially if the 

differentiation is based on factors such as merits, productivity and work 

experience.142 

The concept of equal pay for equal work has further been deliberated to in the case 

of Lauw v Golden Arrow Bus Services, 143 the applicants contested that they were 

treated unfairly as the employer paid them less as compared to their white 

counterpart, court admitted that yes there was discrimination and such discrimination 

was justified and did not constitute unfair discrimination as listed on the prohibited 

grounds, and therefore the difference in salary is justifiable . 
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It was contended further that in order for employers to avoid unfair discrimination of 

employees as compared to others, the employer should at least consider the 

following factors objectively so, that is , skill , potential , responsibility, education, 

attitude, market and performance.144 Socio-economic rights as entrenched in chapter 

2 that is bill of Rights , these rights must be protected by the state and law enforcers 

as they uphold the principle of justice, logic and equality, these rights further include 

the right to equal pay for equal work or work of equal value, the courts can refer to 

the said rights in determining whether unfair labour practice has indeed occurred . It 

is vital to note that employment right is also noted under section 23 of the 

Constitution and which aspect affect the social and economic standards of citizens 

employed and their families.145 

Reliable forums have submitted that indeed EEA does not contain peculiar 

provisions that articulate more on the concept of equal pay for equal work, moreover 

section 6 of the Act is silent on the principle of equal pay for equal work, after 

debates pertaining the subject of equal pay, now it was submitted that should the 

statute be interpreted liberally, section · 6 is broad enough to cover issues pertaining 

to equal pay for equal work.146 In one of the decided cases 147 on equal pay for equal 

work, Court made a finding that, to an applicant is not merely sufficient to allege that 

they were discriminated on the basis of race, but applicant must show cause that 

indeed the said allegation of discrimination is on any prohibited grounds of 

discrimination as enlisted in section 6.148 
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3.2.2. Test for work of similar nature 

In order to conclude that work is of similar nature or not, the test should be objective 

in comparing factors that counts in determining if the work is of similar nature or not, 

of importance is that, in conducting the test it is necessary to consider only factors 

that have material impact on the existing similarities or disparities. 149 It is without 

doubt that no value of work can be determined if factors such as skill, responsibility, 

accountability, physicality, mental strength, educational qualification and experience 

are not considered .150 

On this aspect, the court in the case of Lauw v Golden Arrows Bus Services151 held 

that, in an instance where the above mentioned factors are presented and were 

considered accurateiy by the empioyer in Justifying saiary differences in respect of 

employees, court was of the view that, such differentiation would not amount to 

unfair labour practice. 152 Further, the court held that, in an equal pay dispute, an 

applicant bears an onus to prove to court the ground upon which discrimination was 

based on . The court considering facts of the case came to a conclusior:, , indeed 

there was a differentiation in remuneration, on the basis that some employees were 

paid more than the applicants, however, the court did not find a ground in which it 

could declare the said pay discrimination to be unfair, and stated that, the applicant 

has a duty to show to court on what basis do they claim racial discrimination .153 

Other independent tribunals came to a finding that, it cannot be disputed that 

discrimination on the basis of race remains vastly prevalent in the borders of South 

Africa , be conscious or sub-consciously, as a result this also has influenced or 

affected labour markets in terms of standard of job to be performed by a certain 

group and the manner in which they are remunerated. It is therefore concluded that 

an equal pay claim will only hold water if the applicant is in a position to prove that 

they were discriminated unfairly. 154 
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The Constitution of South Africa recognises international law and a need to compare 

different legal systems and learn from other states in developing the country. In other 

states which have grown economically, they have drawn methods that will best 

assist them in determining whether work is of equal value or not. 155 Section 11 of the 

Canadian Human Rights Act 156 determines that the value of work is to be 

ascertained by considering the composite of the following factors in relation to the 

actual work157 performed by an employee or class of employees: 

i. Skill - qualifications (intellectual or physical) that have been acquired through 

education , experience, training or natural ability; 

ii. Effort - the commitment and intellectual ability that an employee portrays in 

caring out the work; 

iii. Responsibil ity - the accountable standards of an employee in relation to their 

work prescription; 

iv. Working conditions - the environment and resources available in order to 

perform work.158 

The objective aspect of evaluating whether jobs are of equal value or comparable 

worth , amongst other factors , it requires the employer to consider both the qualitative 

and quantitative amount of work undertaken by employees in ensuring that they 

perform in accordance with their employment contract. The ultimate goal here is to 

ensure that employees are treated equally in the employment sector.159 

It is submitted that equal pay for equal work can best be achieved by conducting an 

analytical job evaluation program in order to ascertain and quantify the worth of work 

both under the relevant Canadian provisions and under section 1 of the United 
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Kingdom Equal Pay Act160 and, despite their shortcomings, are thought to be the 

most effective existing mechanism to ascertain comparable worth . 

3.3. Equal pay evaluation methods 

3. 3. 1. Job evaluation as a yardstick to measure unequal pay discrimination 

Arguably speaking conducting job evaluation in order to ascertain if employees 

conducting work of similar nature should be paid equally is the best possible remedy 

to curb the unfair labour disputes on equal pay for equal work. Analysing the worth of 

jobs by means of a job evaluation scheme and structuring remuneration policies 

accordingly may contribute significantly to the realisation of comparable worth. 161 

The results of a job evaluation study may also serve as a defence against a pay 

equity claim. In Misra v Telkom, 162 the CCMA found that it was fair to use a job 

evaluation system in order to determine employee's eligibility for promotion. While 

not dealing directly with remuneration , the decision indicates that it is useful for 

employers to rely on the results of job evaluation studies when facing allegations of 

unfair discrimination. 

Basically job evaluation system is to encourage employers to take necessary 

measures that will assist in reducing the existing unjustifiable disparities pertaining to 

equal pay for equal work, whilst on the other hand, employees equally have a duty to 

understand their employment mandate as stipulated in their employment contract, 

and if for some reasons they have a reasonable suspicion that they are not treated 

fairly as compared to others based on equal pay for equal work, same should be 

addressed by the employee concerned.163 
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3.3.2. Three methods of achieving equal pay 

3.3.2.1. Like work 

Another controversial subject is that of like work, that is, where people are employed 

for a work that is similar in nature to each other and have similar characteristics , 

where a female is employed for a work that is "like" to that of a man, it is required 

that they should be remunerated alike without any form of discrimination. The courts 

are vested with interpretation of what work would constitute like work, and courts in 

comparing like work should avoid trivial difference that may exist. 164 

The concept of like work was further given judicial attention, where the Court went as 

far as defining what may constitute like work, it was held that, work will be 

considered to be like work where it has similarities in its characteristics and further 

that, unless where the existing difference between two jobs are of material and 

practical importance, then such will not be regarded as like work. 165 In Dance v 

Dorothy Perkins Ltd, 166 court held that, whether this is contractual or simply part of 

the performance of the job duties, a claim that the work is "like" work will be· 

defeated. However, if the different duties are infrequently exercised in practice then 

these differences can be ignored. Thus in Shield v Cooms (Holdings) Ltd, 167 special 

security responsibilities was exercised . Moreover, in Dugdale v Kraft Foods,168 court 

held that the male employee was prepared to work night shift but rarely did . 

3.3.2.2 . Work rated as equivalent 

On the second aspect of job evaluation , if job is rated as equivalent, again , this 

element should not be addressed subjectively, but must be subjected to a liberal 

interpretation, and after all the pertinent factors have been considered and work is 

seen to be equivalent between two people or men and a women , both should be 

paid equally for work of equal value , where disparities exist on the premises of 

different pay, same must be justified by the employer, if the employer relied on fair 
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discrimination grounds, for instance, skill , competency, commitment, experience, 

etc_ 1s9 

In a case where the job evaluation criteria is not elaborative in terms of what may 

constitute equal work or work of equal value, the obvious guide would be to consider 

grounds listed in section 6 of the EEA which provides for prohibited grounds of 

discrimination, gender discrimination is prohibited and men and women should be 

afforded similar opportunities based on fair discrimination , this will lay a proper 

foundation to adhering to the principle of equal pay for equal. 170 This view was 

further given judicial attention in the case of Rummler v Oato-DruckGmbh, 171 where 

the court held that, 

A femaie printer in Germany ciairned that she was wrong fuliy ciassi fied 
under a job classification scheme based on a national collective 
agreement because the system gave undue weight to muscular effort. 
The German Labour Court referred the issue to the court of justice which 
held that not only must job classification schemes use the same criteria 
for men and women but that such schemes must be organised so that as 
a whole they do not in practice discriminate against one sex. 172 Mr 
Rummler had argued that the directive outlawed any distinction in job 
evaluation systems based on muscular effort. The court held that such a 
criterion was permissible as long as they were objectively measurable. 
However, if a job classification system as a whole was to be non
discriminatory such criteria had to be accompanied by other criteria "in 
relation to which women had other avenues". It is pertinent that the 
methods of evaluating criteria should not discriminate against another 
group of workers, since that would run the risk of indirect 
discrimination.173 

3.3.2.3. Equal value claims 

The third method has been dealt with in the former chapter, this aspect is self

explanatory, in that both men and women who have been employed for work of 

equal value should be remunerated equally in that regard , women who have been 

previously discriminated on the basis of gender should be allowed to claim equally to 
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men for work of equal value.174 Where a woman possess similar qualities to that of a 

men looking at skill , commitment, intellectual capacity, accountability, experience 

and academic qualification, similar opportunities must be afforded to a women in the 

spirit of equally and building a discrimination free society. 

In Pickstone v Freeman Plc,175 however, court held that, where it is difficult to cut to 

size what would constitute work of equal value where factors such as skill , 

experience, commitment and others have been considered but it still appears to be 

difficult to justify work of equal value, the court stated that purposive interpretation 

based on the work conducted by men over the one done by women would be 

relevant to establish if the job has equal value. 176 The Court further noted that 

purposive interpretation would assist in determining whether work is of equal value 

or not and to further determine if pay disparities are justifiable or not. 177 

3.4. South African position on equal pay law 

Employment Equity Act in South Africa is a statute that was enacted in order to 

address employment discrimination based on prohibited grounds of discrimination, 

more precisely section 6 of the Act provides grounds which constitutes unfair 

discrimination , for example, discrimination on gender, race, culture , rel igion etc.178 

Section 6 of the Act does not make mention of express provisions which addresses 

the notion of equal pay for equal work , with that having been said , with purposive 

interpretation , section 6 of the Act is broad enough to include unfair discrimination 

based on work of equal value.179 
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3.5. International and foreign jurisprudence on equal pay 

3. 5. 1. Comparable worth in international and foreign law 

Reliable sources have submitted that, the notion of equal pay for equal work remains 

a subject that is still developing looking at its application in both international and 

foreign law, judicial application also has shown that this subject lacks universal 

interpretation, in that various states understand and interpret the concept of equal 

pay differently. 180 This notwithstanding, legislative authorities, courts and 

administrative tribunals across the world seem increasingly willing to acknowledge 

the importance of the notion of comparable worth in achieving substantive equality of 

remuneration .181 

International law provides that member states should uphold the principle of equality, 

that even at workplaces men and women should be afforded equal opportunities, 

where women performs same duties as men they should also be paid equally for 

equal work performed.182 In one of the cases decided by international court, it was 

argued that the concept of equal pay should not be applied randomly but rather be 

limited to equal pay for work which is objectively similar.183 

The EEC issued an Equal Pay Directive 184 which construes the notion of equal pay 

for equal work, and further states that no one should be discriminated based on 

gender, and therefore the purpose of the issued directive was to eliminate all forms 

of discrimination in employment. In a European Court it was held that, the Equal Pay 

Directive was placed under scrutiny and criticised because the enforcement methods 

were not as stringent, that is even after the implementation of the Directive, the 
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survey conducted proved statistically that there was still a large gap in pay between 

man and women who performed work of equal value.185 

The "equal value/comparable worth" claim is, however, limited to circumstances 

where it is not possible to rely on the "formally equal" criteria , 186 and it is further 

complicated by the Act insisting that the work in question be compared to that of a 

male worker in the same employment. It is notoriously difficult for women in female

dominated sectors of employment to locate such a comparable male. Also, forced 

reliance on a male norm to found gender equality obscures and reinforces the 

dominance of masculine values in employment, a primary cause of women . 

The equal pay law 187 in the United State of America provides that remuneration 

discrimination on gender wouid amount to unfair discrimination, Equai Pay Act states 

firmly that men and women should be paid equally in an instance where they are 

doing similar work or work of equal value, 188 the equal pay system comes again with 

imperfections and series of criticisms, although the system comes with its flows it 

cannot be disputed that it is more concise and peculiar enough to address issues of 

equal pay for equal work, or based on comparable worth or equal value 

claims. 189 Like South African employment system has section 6 of the EEA which 

lists prohibited grounds of discrimination, the United State of America also has Title 

VII of the Civil Rights Act 190 which prohibits discrimination in employment on the 

basis of race, colour, religion , sex or national origin , the Act was amended to 

incorporate equal pay claims, and same can be done with South African system in 
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order to have express provisions.191 However, the onus under Title VII is on the 

plaintiff to show that the employer had discriminatory intent, a requirement absent 

from the Equal Pay Act. 192 

That the scope of Title VII might extend beyond claims of equal work to also 

encompass claims of comparable worth was contemplated but left undecided by the 

United States Supreme Court in County of Washington v Gunther, 193 in which a sex 

discrimination claim by female prison guards in the women's section of a county jail , 

who were paid less than male guards in the men's section, succeeded. By not 

expressly limiting the scope of Title VII to claims of equal work in Gunther, the door 

seemed to have opened for comparable worth claims under Title 

Vll. 194 Disappointingly, federal courts have since indicated that they are not willing to 

accommodate comparable worth concerns under Title VII. 

In AFSCME v State of Washington , 195 the court stated that it was clear from the 

legislative history of the Equal Pay Act that Congress preferred the "equal work" 

standard above_ that of comparable worth , but made no pronouncement on the value 

of comparable worth . In American Nurses Association v lllinois196 and International 

Union UAW v Michigan ,197 however, circuit courts refused to use comparable worth 

theory to mandate pay equity across sex-segregated job classes. Furthermore, the 

United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's guidelines on the 

"Bennett Amendment" state that it should be interpreted in accordance with the 

"similar work" standards of the Equal Pay Act, to avoid conflict between the Equal 

Pay Act and Title VI I. 

Australian pay equity measures are also criticised for not catering for comparable 

worth claims. The notion of comparable worth was first rejected in 1986, when the 

Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission dismissed a claim by nurses that 

their jobs be re-evaluated according to comparable worth criteria . 198 Comparable 
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worth claims based on subsequently enacted legislative provisions 199 have similarly 

failed .200 

More proactive on the issue than the United States, Britain or Australia , statutory 

provisions on pay equity can be found on both federal and provincial level in 

Canada.201 On the federal level, section 11 of the Canadian Human Rights Act202 

determines that to "establish or maintain differences between male and female 

employees employed in the same establishment performing work of equal value" is a 

prohibited discriminatory practice. The most proactive provincial pay equity 

legislation, the Ontario Pay Equity Act, requires employers "to establish and maintain 

compensation practices that provide for pay equity in every establishment". 203 The 

Pay Equity tribunal have interpreted this provision liberally to encompass both the 

concepts of equal work and comparable worth. 204 

3.6. Summary 

The study in this substantive chapter, attempted to unearth various aspects of equal 

work of equal or comparable worth . South African perspective on equal pay was 

explored , demonstrating that South African courts have previously dealt with 

discrimination pertaining equal pay for equal work. In this chapter, another important 

lesson learnt is that, EEA is broad enough to incorporate equal pay for equal work, 

or as an alternate to be more peculiar, section 6 of EEA can be amended to 

expressly make provisions for equal pay disputes. 

The study examined foreign law on pay equity principles. According to Canadian law 

on equal pay guidelines of 1886, the law provides measures in relation to the actual 

work performed by an employee/class of employees, for all the foreign law and 

international law which recognises the principle of equal pay, one thing that is 
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common is the criteria that is applied , with similar factors and purposive 

interpretation being at the helm of the application of the principle of equal pay. 

International law on equal pay was considered as there are treaties and conventions 

that provide guidance on equal pay. South Africa is a member state to the 

international community, which means that it is supposed to take the concept of 

equal pay very serious as it will assist in eliminating discrimination at workplace. 



CHAPTER 4: THE EXISTING LINK BETWEEN EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK 

AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC RIGHTS 

4.1. Introduction 

Chapter 3 dealt with the evaluation methods that can be implemented in order to 

monitor progress pertaining to the principle of equal pay for equal work in South 

Africa. The chapter dealt with the question of comparable worth , to say, when can 

we actually say work is of comparable worth? What qualifies work to be of 

comparable? This was achieved through a comparative study from different 

jurisdictions on their respective equality clauses on equal pay at workplaces. 

International law treaties also assisted bringing understanding of what work of 

comparabie worth means. 

This chapter intends to discuss in detail the relationship which exists between equal 

pay for equal work and socio-economic rights as entrenched in the Bill of Rights . 

Collective literature concerning equal pay for equal work will be the focal point in 

establishing if indeed there is a relationship between equal pay for equal work and 

socio-economic rights . The study will advance an argument that, if socio-economic 

rights are basic rights of citizens, then the right to equal pay for equal work or equal 

value also must be treated similar as the Constitution guarantees the right to security 

and right to employment, and that effort to enforce and implement effectively this 

right should be based on the correct framework. 

Although nationally there are no express provisions on equal pay for equal work or 

any adjudicated relationship between equal pay and socio-economic rights, the 

concept of equal pay for has found its expression on the international law and as a 

result was entrenched in the labour conventions and treaties. Now, the rationale 

behind the international law mandate to states which are member states to these 

conventions, is that, the states have to align themselves with the treaties and 

conventions they have ratified to, that is , give effect to these laws within their 

national jurisprudence. 



4.2. Link between equal pay for equal work and socio-economic rights as 

reflected by the international law 

South Africa is a member state to international community and has ratified a number 

of treaties and conventions; more peculiar is the International Labour Convention. 

The international law recognises the concept of equal pay for equal work, that is 

where employees conduct work that is of equal value or work of comparable worth, 

their remuneration scale should be proportional.205 The Constitution further provides 

that where the law does not make provisions to certain aspects that require leg_al 

intervention, the courts can make references to both foreign and international law in . 
order to remedy the problem, moreover South Africa is a member state to numerous 

conventions. 206 

The concept of equal pay for equal work is globally recognised as various developed 

states applies the principles alongside the individual 's right to equality, which is one 

of the fundamental rights of an individual. 207 The provisions of the Universal 

Declaratio~ of Human Rights stipulates that, everyone withc;,ut unfair discrimination 

has a right to equal pay for equal work where their duties have been evaluated and it 

is objectively concluded that the work conducted by two individuals is work of equal 

value.208 

In the international law the right to equal pay was recognised during the year 1951 , 

the right to equal pay was seen to be having a fundamental impact on the socio

economic status of women who were discriminated on the basis of gender and paid 

less as compared to their male counterpart, as a result the International Labour 

Organisation deemed it fit that it then promulgate a convention on equal 

remuneration between men and women for work of equal value .209 Reliable sources 

submitted that, the International Labour Organisation then went on to strengthen the 
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convention on equal pay for equal by further enacting a convention on discrimination 

at workplace.21 0 

The international Labour Organisation promulgated these two conventions after 

having realised that the conventions complement one another, and therefore 

interrelated in· that they give effect to one another, reality is that, as long as there is 

discrimination on equal pay based on gender, race , culture or religion , the question 

of advancing socio-economic status of individual will remain a lost battle, Canadian 

labour system also recognises the importance of equal remuneration and the impact 

it has on the social and economic status of individuals.211 

Internationally, it has become apparent that one cannot make mention of the 

principie of equai pay without making mention of the reiationship it has with sociai

economic rights .212 On the continuous debate and discussions to promote equality at 

workplaces, the international law went on to say that, convention on pay 

remuneration between men and women and the convention regulating discrimination 

at workplace must both be implemented by member states with the sole purpose of 

promoting equal opportunities in an employment environment,213 and further that, to 

ensure that protection is afforded to social and economic needs of the people, the 

International Covenant on Social and Economic Rights is also ratified by the member 

state so that all these rights are interpreted to achieve the same goal.214 

Reliable sources further assets that, employees have a right to working environment 

that is fair, just and equitable efficient to ensure that they deliver services as required 

by their employment contracts , that is workers should be presented with equal 

opportunities including equal pay for work of equal value, both men and women must 

be treated with utterly respect and without any form of unfair discrimination .215 The 

pay equity must further conform to the minimum wage standard in that employees 

are not paid less; the most important thing about employment is to enhance t_hel 
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socio-economic status of employees that will see them realising equal 

opportunities.216 

United Nations having realised the consistent pattern of social and economic 

injustices prevailing at workplaces, mostly discrimination against women who are not 

afforded equal opportunities as compared to their male counterparts despite the fact 

that they perform work that is of equal or comparable worth ,217 the committee then 

enacted a convention that intends to regulate any kind of discrimination against 

women and further protects their rights as employees. 218 The provisions of this 

convention, in particular article 11 deals with the right to equal pay and equal 

treatment in respect of opportunities at workplace.219 Arguably, the convention on the 

elimination of discrimination against women has given direction to numerous states 

on how to prevent ·discrimination against women, the convention is arguably the 

most influential component to provide guidelines as to how to eliminate, protect and 

promote the rights afforded to women in the modern society.220 

The impact caused by the CEDAW was so positive with reasonable and just 

provisions that could be easily implemented or enforced by member states, it was 

not long until China government recommended that Beijing Declaration guarantees 

protection of women rights to equality. 221 And implementing protection and promotion 

of women's rights by China government was to give effect to the International Labour 

Standard , which aims at eliminating sex discrimination between men and women 

and ensuring a working environment that will afford both men and women equal 

opportunities where they perform work that is of comparable worth . 222 The 

government of China in an endeavour t9 eliminate gender discrimination between 

men and women went to an extend of entrenching provisions that will provide a 
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structure effective enough to adjudicate on the concept of equal pay for equal work 

and minimum wages generally.223 

The efforts taken by the international community to eradicate discrimination at 

workplaces cannot be over emphasised , the international law created conventions 

and treaties in order to regulate this global endemic in the form of discrimination at 

workplace relating to equal opportunities, a subject that affect both social and 

economic status of employees, ILO further adopted another declaration "Declaration 

on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work".224 

This declaration unlike any, aligns the right to equal pay for equal work with the most 

important human rights, such as right to education , social and economic security, 

right to heaith and freedom of movement, this is another confirmation that suggests 

that the right to equal pay for equal work should in fact be afforded protection and be 

viewed as a component of socio-economic rights .225 The right to equal pay for equal 

work in fact gives effect to other human rights in that, for one to access medical 

facilities or educati~n they requi re means in a form of money, where ~inimum wages 

and equal pay are recognised , issues pertaining to poverty, social and economic 

imbalances will be addressed .226 

Socio-economic rights are recognised as those rights which entails many other 

human rights , in a developing country like South Africa access to these rights will 

sole depend on the availability of state resources in order to serve and avail services 

to the people. The right to work should be viewed as a component of socio-economic 

right and therefore, it would only be fair, just and equitable that the rights of the 

working class in South Africa be protected equally between men and women , this is 

a process that requires the state to take a positive action .227 It is contended by 

human activists that, pleading ignorance to these social unrests delays progress into 

realising and upholding equality at workplace, for years nothing has been done, if 

there were attempts there has been no visible progress at all , in that men continues 
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to be treated favourably as compared to women and the concept of equal pay for 

equal work has no voice as of today, on the premises that no express provisions 

have been enacted , private sectors violate the rights of employees and unfair 

discrimination remains a progressive problem.228 

4.3. International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and its 

influence. 

This covenant demonstratively deals with matters affecting social and economic 

status of people, and also the cultural rights of individuals, the needs of people are 

not only fundamental on the national level but also on the international level. Now, 

the Canadian Constitution under section 36 recognises the relevance of the 

internationai Covenant on Economic, Sociai and Cuiturai Rights and the effect it has 

on the right to equal pay for equal work. 229 Informed sources proffers that, the 

government of Canada has committed itself to promoting equality at all levels at 

workplaces on the basis of gender, race, culture or even religion, where employees 

perfo~ming duties that are of the same value will be exposed to equal opportunities 

and equal remuneration , this is a course that both the federal and provincial 

government have targeted to achieve.230 

The Canadian government has real ised that equality is fundamental as a right and 

failure to afford it the protection it deserves simply means that many other human 

rights will be violated , it is safe to say all other human rights are informed by the right 

to equality, including the right to equal pay and the socio-economic rights .231 The 

main objective of section 36 was to ensure protection and enjoyment of human 

rights, to identify the problem that has since seen unfair discrimination defeating 

equality, the government strives to protect the vulnerable groups, including women, 

homosexuals and the disabled people at workplace.232 
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Section 15 under the Canadian Charter is equally important as it complements the 

provisions of section 36; the provisions of this section are peculiar as they focus on 

the equality rights at all levels, from government to private sectors. The section 

protects the rights of all employees whether they are women, men, disabled or 

affected in any other manner that will render them less disadvantageous to others. 

Prolific authors stated that, when interpreting section 15 and section 36 of the 

Canadian Constitution, it becomes clear that both rights caters for security of 

individuals in order to realise their rights both socially and economically, in an 

instance where employees are treated equally and are presented with equal 

opportunities being paid equally for performing work of equal value. Again , the 

analysis here is that there is a clear relationship between socio-economic rights and 

the right to equal pay for work of equal pay.233 

Over the years scholars and practitioners have advanced arguments pertaining to 

what exactly constitute socio-economic rights and the specific obligations arising 

from them.234 The answer was granted following the court decision in the case of 

Irwin Toy Ltd v Quebec, 235 the court dissected the question that has long been 

asked , which is "what does socio-economic rights include?" The court stated in its 

findings that the concept of socio-economic rights is inclusive of various fundamental 

human rights, rights that speaks to the daily needs of the people and their social and 

economic welfare ,236 to list but a few, rights such as the right to equality, right to 

employment, right to education, right to health , environment, housing, now the right 

to employment and equality include the right to equal opportunities including the right 

to equal pay for equal work .237 The Court in reaching its decision took a cautious 

approach through its interpretation and the court applied purposive interpretation that 

was objective. 
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4.4. Equal pay as a component of socio-economic rights 

It was recently discussed in the Third World Network information service on United 

Nations Sustainable Development 238 that equal pay should be interpreted as a 

component of socio-economic rights .239 Throughout the discussion, concerns were 

expressed particularly in relation to global strategies on how to adopt equal pay for 

equal work as a critical component of social and economic security rights . 

In the continued discussion, article 22 of the Universal Declaration on Human 

Rights240 was quoted to say "everyone, as a member of the society, has the right to 

social security and is entitled to realisation , through national effort and International 

co-operation and in accordance with the organisation and resources of each state of 

the economic, sociai and cuiturai rights indispensabie for his dignity and the free 

development of his personality". 241 The provisions of this declaration drew an 

inference that, the state bears a duty to ensure that the socio-economic status of 

people must be realised through creating working environment that appreciates the 

right to equality and that people are paid equally for work of equal value. Th~ state 

should also through awareness programs involve private sectors to also ensure that 

rights of employees are respected and upheld .242 

As part of the hot-heated discussion about the existing relationship between equal 

pay for equal work and socio-economic rights, in line with article 23 of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights the following was stated , that citizens in a state has a 

right to under the provisions which are just and equitable, that is, without any form of 

prejudice or unfair discrimination.243 That employee have a right equal pay for work 

of equal value, an aspect which will ensure that an employee is placed in a situation 

enabling to provide for their families both economically and socially. The article has 

also seen it necessary to include a provision which talks about joining trade unions 

that will secure their interests as employees .244 This discussion also instigate that 
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there is an undisputed relationship between socio-economic rights and equal pay for 

equal work. 

It was noted that, employment is an important component to address social and 

economic disparities, and that it is through job creation and better working conditions 

that people, various communities and countries can emancipate themselves from the 

poverty struggle and to better their living conditions together with their families. 

However, this objective is only possible and realisable where our people will be 

provided with decent work, equal and fair wages. 245 It is then quite apparent, true 

and correct that both the international and foreign labour law upholds the principle of 

equality in the working environment, equality as a right has manifested itself in many 

forms pertaining to employment, such as, eradicating discrimination , eliminating 

abhorrent and exploitative working conditions.246 

Reliable sources stated that, the need to promote equality at work, it will set 

employees free economically and further assist in creating a productive employment 

environment and in eradication of poverty,247 decent work for a_ll , social integration 

and protection are interrelated and mutually reinforcing, thus enabling environments 

to promote these needs to be created at all levels, this includes ensuring that equal 

wages are implemented at workplaces and interpreted to give effect to socio

economic rights.248 

The concept of equal pay for equal work remains a very complex subject and it does 

not imply that employees should be remunerated equally without proper 

interpretation and evaluations. 249 In fact, considering wage structures of foreign 

states where the principle of equal pay for equal has been practiced , it is clear that 

an objective test has been used to determine salaries of employees who perform 
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work of similar nature or that of comparable worth .250 The concept's main purpose is 

to promote equal treatment in cases of employees performing work of equal value, 

where it is probable that employees performs work that is considered like in very 

material aspects, subject to the evaluation methodology, it is expected that the 

existing differentials on their salaries should be reasonable and justifiable, and the 

existing differences must not be premised on grounds that resembles unfair 

discrimination as stated in section 6 of the Employment Equity Act.251 

Survey conducted on equal pay has accurately pointed out the rationale behind 

equal pay system; it suggested that it is not the formal structure put in place, but the 

interpretation and analytical methods that will shape up the success of this important 

socio-economic venture. 252 The courts will assume an important role in the 

interpretation and development of equal pay, that the salaries earned by employees 

although they differ they must still promote the economic and social standings of 

individuals, no one must be treated less favourably without any valid justification, 

again the burden further rests on the employer to place methods of evaluation in 

place.253 

Change is confined to time, therefore for every development that is effected, it may 

take some years before equal pay for equal work can be a system that is well oiled 

and runs on its own, the change will not be sudden .254 For a developing country like 

South Africa which has experienced the pro and cons of change previously, the risk 

that may come with the principle would include private sectors retrenching 

employees, employers running a business at a deficit and some private firms closing 

down perhaps,255 that is the unfortunate part about change, therefore the principle 
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involves whole lot of factors, but it must be emphasised that this process will need 

time for proper implementation and enforcement.256 

As a result of unequal pay at workplaces, poverty, insecurities and inequalities on 

socio-economic status of the employees becomes tangible and clear, 257 salaries that 

are below minimum wages and persistent discrimination in remuneration leads to 

poverty, employees being in debts, unable to invest their salaries and also failing to 

enhance themselves and their families economically. The remedy to the solution is 

but one, to appreciate the significance of adopting the notion of equal pay for equal 

work which will add value to the socio-economic welfare of employees and 

development economically.258 Under the circumstances, equal pay would be one of 

the contributing factors, 259 as it will best address socio-economic status of people 

who are employed , in a nutshell , employment objectives would become meaningless 

where socio-economic status of people are not met.260 

4.5. Summary 

It is evident that much has been elaborated in discussions of equal pay for equal 

work as a component of socio-economic right, and it is further important to note that 

in the continuous discussions and arguments unfair discrimination has taken a 

centre stage as a contributory factor to issues of unequal pay for equal work. 

Conclusively, it is clear from the above discussion that equal pay for equal work is a 

component of socio-economic rights . On the International arena, there are lots of 

provisions in relation to socio-economic rights and equal pay for work of equal value. 

There are treaties and Conventions that makes provisions for the importance of 

equal protection at workplace, and which provides the importance of such equality in 

the socio-economic status of such employees. It is then apparent that there is a 

relationship between equal pay for equal work and socio-economic rights , and that 

equal pay exist as a component of socio-economic rights . Equal pay is an integral 
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part of socio-economic right of employees; hold a great influence in the 

implementation of employment equity. This chapter has demonstrated that 

employers also bear a duty to also include in their policies the right to equal pay that 

will promote a fair and equal labour practice. 



CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5. 1. Introduction 

This chapter provides findings about factors that were discussed in the previous 

chapters , and proffers some recommendations as to what measures can be taken by 

South African legislature to ensure that proposed amendments to give effect to equal 

pay policies are effectively implemented. Of importance is that the state has an 

obligation to ensure that citizen 's right to socio-economic rights are protected, and to 

realise this obligation the state need to involve all sectors of employment which will 

also ensure that the right to equal opportunity is respected and upheld at workplaces 

and employees are treated fair and just. 

5. 1. 1. Conclusions I IN HAURY I 
It is not in dispute that although there are statute and previous couh n~ ngs on tire -

right to equal pay for equal work, it is however not efficient, therefore, it is important 

to have i~ addition to discrimination laws, effective and ~nforcement methods to 

monitor progress on the recommendation gab, these measures are necessary to 

ensure adequate enforcement on current and future equal pay policies. 261 

The courts have laid a foundation on how to regulate the equal pay discrimination , 

and the burden that lies with the plaintiff to prove that indeed they were discriminated 

on prohibited grounds, 262 and the employer also has a reciprocal duty to show 

course that discrimination is not based on unfair grounds but rather justified if indeed 

there was any discrimination. The courts in their findings further referred to 

international law and foreign law to ensure that an informed and founded judgment 

is handed down, in a nutshell , precedent that meet the international standard has 

been set taking into account numerous cases that were discussed in the preceding 

chapters. 

Following arguments in this study, clearly there is a need for express provisions 

which will deal effectively with equal pay claims , this means that, considering the 
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change in global economy and the persistent recession , the legislature must create a 

system adaptable to the current economic status , whatever form of intervention is 

deployed must be to address this gross injustice of human rights particularly the right 

to equal pay for equal work. 263 

The study acknowledges the previous attempts taken by the legislature to amend 

various sections in the EEA to address issues pertaining to income differentials,264 

again the amendments were also running short of peculiar solutions to the current 

equal pay unrests. Any amendments made by the legislature or any court judgment 

handed down pertaining to the subject of equal pay for equal work, must not be 

myopic or be viewed in isolation, however, it must be able to involve other stake 

holders independent from the government so that they can also play a role in 

promoting equal pay for equal work principle.265 

The study has also proven that section 6 of the EEA is broad enough to encompass 

equal pay for equal work, since this right is recognised as one of the fundamental 

rights, socio-economic right, it simply means that whatever form of unfair 

discrimination would be unconstitutional and prohibited , therefore, equal pay for 

equal work should be expressly included in the EEA so that it will be binding to non

government sectors and any other employer.266 

The role that will be played by the amendments or proposed amendments is that, the 

state will be in a better position to curb future equal pay claims and any forms of 

discriminations a workplace, employers will be familiar with the rights of the 

employees at workplace. It is again in the open that there is a need for integral equal 

pay for equal work solution , integrated in the sense that, all the role players will see it 

fit and mandatory that they confine their employment policy to those recommended 

by the government with the sole intent of eradicating unfair labour practices 

pertaining to equal pay claims.267 
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Pay inequality has deep structural foundations dating back to the era of apartheid 

whereby by-laws were passed to ensure that segregation prevails, women and black 

people in general continue to suffer economically. From the arguments heard 

throughout the study, it is with ease that one can conclude that unequal pay for equal 

work can be reduced directly and or indirectly. There are various statutory measures 

put in place to ensure that income differentials and other issues pertinent to pay 

equity are respected and complied with , for example, Section 27(3) of the 

Employment Equity Act together with Basic Conditions of Employment Act 

encourages the collective bargaining system where a platform to address 

employment concerns is put in place so that in an instance where employees are not 

satisfied with their working conditions they can address that and remain protected 
- . . . . . . . .,., ., 
rrom v1cum1sauon oy me employer.--~ 

While section 27 deals with income differentials within specific classes of 

employment and does not require an analysis of differentials based on , for example, 

race or gender, the mechanism it establishes could easily be used to also address 

those differentials. In any event, reducing wage differentials within occupational 

categories and levels would likely improve the position of victims of wage 

discrimination, albeit indirectly.269 

The study has established that the remedy to curb equal pay differentials lies in the 

recognition of express provisions relating to equal pay for equal work, in no way 

does the study suggests that the salaries should be fixed as that would not solve the 

problem but add more to discriminatory tendencies . The study also provided a 

criterion reliable to define what may constitute work of equal value or work of 

comparable worth and what may be deemed to constitute discrimination on 

prohibited grounds.270 

Further discussed that, the test to be applied in the course of equal pay discourse 

must be objective in the sense that, employee will be given an ample opportunity to 

establish a prima facie case against the perpetrator who subjected him or her to 

unfair labour practice, further the employee must also show course that the 

perpetrator had a motive or intent. Whilst on the other hand , the employer has a duty 
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to rebut allegations against him or her, in an instance where there is discrimination 

the employer must be able to justify his or her actions with regard to the existing 

differentiation. 271 Express provisions on equal pay for equal work would further 

eliminate discrimination between men and women on the basis that certain work 

requires men due to their nature, for example, masculine and women are 

discriminated, such perceptions are derogatory and unconstitutional, to resolve this 

argument, where a female employee is unable to perform a work that requ ire 

strength , male colleagues will simply assist the physically challenged employee.272 

It has further been established that of all available labour related policies and 

legislations, the EEA is in the forefront in ensuring that equality becomes a living 

reality in workplaces and employees are afforded equal opportunities. However, it 

cannot be reiterated that EEA lacks direct express provisions to address matters 

pertaining to equal pay for equal work. In South Africa there are resources available 

to ensure enforcement at an instance where the policy makers create express equal 

pay provisions. The study further proved that the EEA is broad enough to 

encompass equal pay for equal work provisions. 

The study has further shown that the can be no discussions relating to express 

provisions on equal pay for equal work without discussing the issue of enforcement 

which will ensure that both governmental and non-governmental sectors enforce the 

provisions. Enforcement should not prove a difficult task to South African 

employment sector, on the simple premises that South Africa must add precedent to 

the current decided cases on issues pertaining equal pay for equal work, further refer 

to foreign and international law where the implementation of equal pay provisions 

was a success.273 
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Chapter 3 of this study dealt with job evaluation methods which can be applied to 

establish if work is of similar nature or comparable in order to determine if indeed 

employees are treated the same or differently on prohibited grounds , 274 these 

methods include like work, work rated as equivalent and equal value claims. The 

purpose of this evaluation is to face off subjective assessment of work performed by 

different employees by applying factors which would not constitute unfair 

discrimination as such skill , experience, responsibility, determination, education etc. 

The system applied must be diplomatic in its nature, that is , it should not be gender 

biased.275 

Issues pertaining to equal opportunities have received necessary attention on the 

international jurisprudence, where the International Labour Organisation has 

submitted that 

The elimination of discrimination at work is central to social justice which 
lies at the heart of the ILO's mandate. It underpins the concept of decent 
work for all , which is founded on the notion of equal opportunities for all 
those who work or seek work and a living, whether as labourers, 
employers or self-employed, in the formal or informal economy. The 
elimination of discrimination is an indispensable part of any viable 
strategy for poverty reduction and sustainable economic development. 276 

However, whilst the constitution and relevant legislation are clear about the rights of 

employees, it should be cautioned that rights should not be taken to be self-existent 

or that they are a stand-alone phenomenon, i.e. every right arises out of an 

obligation. This topic has been a subject of discussion by legal and other experts and 

they all agree to the afore-going assertion . The Constitution itself affords citizens 

both rights and obligations.277 Section 3(2) states: 

All citizens are -
(a) equally entitled to the rights , privileges and benefits of citizenship; and 
(b) equally subjected to the duties and responsibilities of citizenship. Further, 
the law bestows on citizens individual competencies, subjective rights and legal 
obligations. 

The South African labour laws have been subjected to scrutiny by the International 

Labour Organisation and severely criticised for failure to implement express 
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provisions relating to equal pay for equal work, because failure to implement these 

provision also means that the constitutional right to equality, dignity, right to 

employment and socio-economic rights are being overlooked whereas the state has 

a duty to ensure that rights are protected and respected .278 The study has further 

placed a responsibility on the employer, that an employer must make an undertaking 

to the effect that equal pay provisions will be included in their policy practice in order 

to have a working environment that is just and equitable. 

The study also discussed a very pertinent subject and or question that lie in the core 

of this study, which is "whether there exist any relationship between socio-economic 

rights and right to equal pay for equal work"? Chapter 4 of the study confined it's 

discussion on the above questions and proved that indeed there exist a tangible 

relationship between these two rights . The study has demonstrated by facts the 

relationship that exists between socio-economic rights and right to equality which 

was for the purpose of this study narrowed down to equal pay for equal work. 

Factually speaking right to equality and socio-economic rights are entrenched in 

chapter 2 of the Constitution Bill of Rights, not absolute rights but extremely 

fundamental rights, these rights suffered under the apartheid era where they were 

both not recognised due to the persistent oppression that have seen majority of 

South African citizens being treated unequally as compared to their white counter

parts. On social standards white minority had more privileges as compared to black 

majority, and also economically white had more opportunities as compared to black 

majority who were subjected to more unstable jobs, another cause being that blacks 

were not educated or the educational system was of a nature that would not yield 

positive fruits to blacks when they look for jobs. 

The study also discussed the fact that failure to protect equal pay for equal work 

affect various rights , in that employees suffering such discrimination would not fulfil 

their economic and social goals, their families will be affected be directly or indirectly, 

they will not compete economically as the demand is high. Therefore, protection of 

equal pay rights would insinuate other socio-economic rights would also be protected 

including the fundamental right to equality. 

278 See also section 9 of the Constitution Act, 1996. 



Now, the study further articulate the fact that segregation which has seen population 

of South Africa not being afforded equal opportunities has led to persistent 

inequalities which has seen black people living under poverty stricken conditions. 

Economic freedom is associated with right to employment that will see people 

despite of their colour, race , gender, religion or culture being subjected to equal 

opportunities which includes the right to equal pay for equal work . Although these 

rights are independent they are however inter-dependent, equality gives effect to the 

right to equal pay for equal work. 

Therefore, there is a need for express provisions which will regulate equal 

opportunities at workplace, more precisely the right to equal pay for equal work 

which is a component of socio-economic right that calls for equal protection under 

the Constitution. 

5.1.2. Recommendations 

It is important that express provisions regulating the right to equal pay for equal work 

be addressed under a relevant statute so that it can serve the purpose for which it 

was promulgated for, for example, Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair 

Discrimination Act279 has a clause which deals with the notion of equal pay for work 

of equal value, of which it is not a relevant legislation in which the notion should be 

addressed under. It would only be effective where the principle of equal pay for equal 

work can be covered under Employment Equity Act which is a statute that deals 

directly with workplace injustice, precisely the elimination of all forms of 

discrimination.280 

Inclusion of express provisions of the right to equal pay for equal work would simply 

mean that, employer will have to create a transparent working environment in which 

employees will understand how their remuneration is calculated as compared to 

other employees, the job evaluation criteria used to arrive to a particular pay 

method. This form of transparency will reduce a number of disputes pertaining to 

equal pay claims in that for every person who is employed would be placed in a 

position to comprehend their salaries as per their job description. Assuming that an 
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employer has policies regulating transparency to a certain extent, it would simply 

mean that the employer will be required where there is a claim of unfair 

discrimination to explain and bring facts to justify the pay differential that exists.281 

In respect of equal value, "transparency" means that information about how job 

demands have been assessed and how the assessment results in the rate of pay for 

the job. The concept of equal pay for equal work can be interpreted to mean variety 

of things, which means that an educational intervention would be required in order to 

teach employees and employers what is meant by equal pay for equal work, under 

what circumstances can different people be treated differently and when can they be 

treated equally? Which criteria are used to attain such findings? The end result 

wou l<:l b8 th8t, the numbf? r of unn8Gf:' '3'38ry di'3put8'3 8nd litia8tion \Mou ld b8 rf?dUGf?d . 

Following criticisms by the International Labour Organisation on the South African 

labour law for omitting express methods to address remuneration discrepancies 

based on the prohibited grounds as listed in section 6 of the EEA,282 it means that 

legislature must include the express provisions in the Employment Equity Act. 283 A 

labour department official was quoted on saying , "a new clause should be added to 

labour law stipulating 'equal pay for work of equal value,' and further proposed a new 

clause to deal with unfair discrimination by employers in respect of employees doing 

the same work, similar work or work of equal value. "284 

The research study conducted by the Employment Equity Commission285 suggested 

that, pay discrimination is mostly prevalent on two discriminatory grounds, that is 

gender and or race , therefore most inequalities are premised on this two grounds, 

these are very familiar grounds regulated under section 6, therefore , it would be 

remedial where equal pay for equal work provisions are expressly implemented and 

enforced.286 The ILO did not only critic South African labour system but, submitted 
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See Benjamin P "Decent Work and Non-standard Employees: Options for Legislative Reform 
in South Africa : A Discussion Document" 2010 31 ILJ 845 866. 
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that, inclusion of provisions regulating pay equity specifically equal pay for equal 

work would assist to eliminate unfair labour practices.287 

Over and above the recommended amendments to eliminate pay inequality at 

workplaces where employees conduct work of similar nature, policies and statute 

enacted for this purpose would assist to a limited extend ,288 the main resolution lies 

in the interpretation of the law. The courts have a serious task of interpreting the law 

and applying the facts based on the merits presented , the benefit thereof would be 

that courts will set a precedent in a form of guideline to enable employers and 

employees to know what is expected from them in ensuring that a working 

environment that is just and equitable is created . And the purposive interpretation will 

further rf:>sult in strenathenina the lavv applic:able to er:,ua! pay for er:,ual 1.Mork in South 

Africa. l . ~HAR ,J 
The study discussed job evaluation methods that are applicable in other states ariJ 
internationally, admittedly, requirements such as skill , experience, education, 

·performance, determination, commitment, and so on, are subjective in nature; now a 

more liberal approach following an interpretation of these factors would be of great 

assistance in determining if indeed unfair discrimination has occurred or not. Fact of 

the matter is that, for each and every case merits will be considered in order to come 

to a just finding .289 

The EEA already regulates unfair discrimination at workplace under section 6 of the 

Act. To strengthen the principle of equal pay for equal work which has no direct 

platform in the EEA the legislature can consider adding the following elements: 

287 

288 

289 

290 

a) A difference in terms and conditions of employment between employees of the 
same employer performing the same work or work of equal value is a form of 
unfair discrimination and is prohibited on any one, or more grounds of unfair 
discrimination listed in subsection (1 ). 290 

b) The Minister of labour may, after consultation with the Commission (for 
employment Equity) , issue a code of good practice setting out the criteria and 
the methodology for assessing work of equal value. 

Paul B "Decent Work and Non-Standard Employees: Options for Legislative Reform in 
South Africa: A Discussion Document" 2010 JLJ 845-866. 
See Roberta E R "Equal pay for work of equal value:" Issues and Policies 1987 Canadian 
Public Policy 13 4 445-461. 
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The system is not expected to be ideal , however develop the current state of affairs 

concerning equal pay for equal work which lacks a platform to correctly resolve equal 

pay rights. Equal pay for equal work should be interpreted alongside socio-economic. 

rights ; again interpretation will vary from court to court based on facts presented in 

each and every case. Throughout all interpretations, the goal is one in my view that 

is any method that will respect, protect and uphold the socio-economic status of 

employees will be appropriate given the circumstances.291 

Shifting the paradigm to the employers on the other hand, in order to have a 

progressive labour environment that will see the rights both employees and 

employers protected , employers will also have to acknowledges the necessary 

ch::u,CJE"3 th:::1t :::1re required in order to el imin:::1te unfair l:::1bour disputes. The employers 

will have a duty to include in their employment policies methods of determining work 

of similar nature or work of equal value in order to curb future labour disputes. The 

employer must in addition outline the procedure and practice adopted to evaluate 

jobs amongst employees. This transparent system works in two ways, one that is, 

the employee would understand the type of work and differences that exists thereof, 

and the employers would have reduced the costs in court litigation to explain the 

differences in pay equity,292 this follows the notion that discrimination can take two 

forms , a fair discrimination and unfair discrimination, hence the employers would be 

· expected to set out methods used for differences in their pay policies. 

In a case where indeed a dispute arises between employer and employee based on 

equal pay for equal work, the platform apart from the High Court route to lodge and 

argue disputes is highly expensive to most employees as they are not earning 

enough, and their calamities remains unresolved whilst discrimination benefit in the 

process, however, an alternative dispute resolution can be availed to the employees 

to challenge pay inequalities at workplace. 

Again gender discrimination should not be having a place at this age, women and 

men should be presented with equal opportunities, with equal pay for equal work, 

there is no law stating that women would buy bread , milk, clothes at a cheaper price, 
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no, both men and women are treated equally economically same should be done 

with their work remuneration . The study has proven that many women have become 

bread winners in the conspicuous absence of male figures in their respective 

families, therefore, women deserves to be paid according to the services they render 

not less on the basis of gender inequality. Gender discrimination has been 

discouraged and fought against internationally and by foreign laws in a democratic 

society. 293 

It is further advisable that the concept of equal pay for equal work be interpreted on 

the same breathe with the socio-economic rights, neither one of these paramount 

rights should be interpreted in isolation. This is another weapon that can be used to 

erndicate poverty and eliminate social a11d economic imbalances of citizens that ha'3-

seen majority of South Africans living in unacceptable conditions even during the era 

of constitutional dispensation. Recognition of Equal pay for equal work would also 

guarantee peaceful working conditions with limited protests towards matter of unfair 

pay practice by the employer. 

Acknowledging the fact that there is an existing relationship between socio-economic 

rights and the right to equal pay would simply imply that, enforcement of these rights 

will be protected and prioritised by the state and private sectors, remember that the 

role of the state as stated under section 7 of the Constitution is to ensure protection 

of rights entrenched in the Constitution . Employers should also take an undertaking 

that the right to equal pay for equal work is included in their practice policies in order 

to have a workplace that is more equitable. 

5.2. Future research agenda 

In conducting this work, it has become transparent that equal pay for equal work 

would not be realised successfully unless proper implementation and monitoring of 

pay policy is put in place to address disparities that exist in the workplaces. There 

will be a general need to review equal pay legislation from time to time in the pursuit 

of ensuring that it meets the demands of modern pay structures. Research projects 

can be embarked upon to examine the trends in which these pay and reward 

293 See Olsen W et al "The Gender Pay Gap in the United Kingdom 1995-2007" Government 
Equalities Office Research Report 15 March 201 O London. 



systems operates and perhaps emphasise on the need to assess jobs based on 

economic-based evaluation systems than the traditional notion of market value 

system. 
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